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Three Prepay voice and text data Add ons 

The Three Prepay Add on rules are in addition to the General Terms for Services and any other terms 
provided to you. The following Add ons are available to customers on eligible price plans.   
 

Add on Type Add on Options Allowance details 

Domestic Voice 
Add on 

 30 minutes, or 

 65 minutes, or  

 100 minutes. 

Minutes can be used to call Irish mobiles and 
landlines while in the Republic of Ireland. Minutes 
cannot be used when roaming or to call International, 
premium rate, directory enquiry or other calls types 
(such as 1890, 1850 etc). Standard rates apply once 
bundle usage is depleted. 

Domestic Text 
Add on 

 100 texts, or 

 250 texts, or  

 500 texts 

Allowances apply to texts sent to Irish mobile 
numbers while in the Republic of Ireland only. 
Allowances cannot be used when roaming or to text 
landline, premium rate numbers, international 
numbers, directory enquiries numbers, MMS and all 
other text types. Standard rates apply once bundle 
usage is depleted. 

International 
Text Add on 

 40 texts,  

 100 texts, or 

 150 texts. 
 

Allowances apply to texts sent to selected 
international mobile numbers while in the Republic of 
Ireland only. Allowances cannot be used when 
roaming or to text domestic numbers, premium rate 
numbers, directory enquiries numbers, MMS and all 
other text types. The details of countries included in 
the international text Add on are available at 
www.three.ie. Standard rates apply once bundle 
usage is depleted. 

International 
Voice Add on 

 30 minutes, 

 60 minutes, or 

 90 minutes 

Allowances apply to calls to selected international 
mobile and landline numbers while in the Republic of 
Ireland only. Allowances cannot be used when 
roaming or to call domestic numbers, premium rate 
numbers, directory enquiries numbers, MMS and all 
other call types. The details of countries included in 
the international Voice Add on are available at 
www.three.ie.Standard rates apply once bundle 
usage is depleted. 

Domestic Once 
Off Voice Add 
on 

 30 minutes Minutes can be used to call Irish mobiles and 
landlines while in the Republic of Ireland. Minutes 
cannot be used when roaming or to call International, 
premium rate, directory enquiry or other calls types 
(such as 1890, 1850 etc). The allowance lasts for 30 
days or until allowance is used (whichever is sooner).  
Standard rates apply once bundle usage is depleted.  

Domestic Once 
Off Text Add 
on 

 100 texts Allowances apply to texts sent to Irish mobile 
numbers while in the Republic of Ireland only. 
Allowances cannot be used when roaming or to text 
landline, premium rate numbers, international 
numbers, directory enquiries numbers, MMS and all 
other text types. The allowance lasts for 30 days or 
until allowance is used (whichever is sooner). 
Standard rates apply once bundle usage is depleted. 

 

Availing of anAdd on: You can request a recurring Add on by typing *105# into your handset and 
following instructions. You can unsubscribe in the same manner. If you have difficulties accessing this 
code via your handset you can also request an Add on instore or online. You can purchase the 
Domestic Once Off Text & Voice Add ons in store or by calling Customer Care.  

http://www.three.ie/
http://www.three.ie/
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Charges:  Up to date charges are available on www.three.ie. The Add ons are recurring and are 
applied on the date of purchase.(This does not apply to once off add ons). Your Add on will recur on 
the same date in the next month. If your date of recurrence does not occur in the next month (i.e. 28

th
, 

30
th
 and 31

st
) then your recurrence date will be the last day of that month. If you exceed your Add on 

allowance at any time you will be charged at standard rates. There is no carryover of any unused Add 
on allowances after your next recurrence date. Certain bundle purchases may be restricted. 

Amendments: The Three Prepay voice and text Add on rules may be varied or amended by Threefor 
any reasonable commercial, technical or operational reason.  

Effective Date:  July 2013 (Amended March 2015) 

http://www.three.ie/

